The propagation of the two-dimensional diffusive flame over combustible material is studied by solving appropriate steady-state conservation equations written in the coordinate system fixed on the flame front where the flame spread rate appears as an eigenvalue. It is shown that a solid fuel's mass balance is kept for any assigned value of the flame spread rate and therefore, the eigenvalue problem has not unique solution. A new algorithm for the flame spread rate prediction is proposed using the non-equilibrium thermodynamic approach. The steady flame spread is identified with the stationary thermodynamic state which is characterized, according to the theorem of Prigogine, by the minimal entropy production. The influence of free-stream velocity and ambient oxygen mass fraction on the flame spread process over thin sheets of paper is investigated.
INTRODUCTION
The knowledge of the flame spread velocity, the basic parameter characterizing the flame spread process [I-41, provides a most valuable information on the overall effect of flame propagation esspecially in the sense of practical application to fire safety. Furthermore, the flame spread velocity is the single parameter that can be measured directly, quite accurately and rather easily in comparison with the other characteristics such a flame temperature or species mass fractions. As a rule, flame spread rate values obtained by different authors are correlated well, at least for the materials with known properties. Therefore, every theoretical model faces the most important requirement: it must be able to predict the flame spread rate. Analysing the results [5-141 reported during the last decades it may be concluded that the determination of the flame spread rate, being a perfectly feasible for experiment, is the most difficult task for theory. A lot of models have been developed to reach this goal but only few of them have been carried far enough to predict the spread rate theoretically itself, i.e. without employing an empirical data which are valid for some specific experiment only. Some studies of such level have been selected for the analysis in the next section.
MODELS OF THE STEADY FLAME SPREAD
The typical flame spread model is shown in Fig.1 . The most general form of the governing conservation equations written in the coordinate system fixed on the flame Gont is following: The gas-phase combustion reaction and solid fuel pyrolysis both are assumed to be described by Arrhenius-type formulas:
The mathematical statement defined by Eqs.(l)-(6) provides six equations for six variables which are ui , T, Y, , p, p, T,. Therefore, two additional equations are necessary to obtain the other unknown parameters: pyrolysis rate v, and steady flame spread rate uf. The nature of the first of these equations is obvious since the solid fuel's mass conservation is not included in the Eqs.(l)-(6) while the expression for the obtaining of the flame spread rate is the cornerstone of steady flame spread model.
There are models [12, 13] that keep the unsteady terms in conservation equations written in the laboratory coordinate system. In this case the eigenvalue problem is avoided and the mathematical statement of problem is specified properly. The steady flame spread rate is obtained here when the stationary movement of flame front is achieved. The undoubted advantage of such approach is obvious since the characteristics of processes that are non-stationary in nature such an ignition or other time-dependent change of parameters can be obtained. On the other hand, the modeling of steady-state process by solving the set of unsteady equations does not seem to be the most advanced meaning on the CPU time requirements. However, this opinion can not be verified or, perhaps, refuted now because the alternative object for comparison is not outlined clearly. It means that there is no any generally appointed algorithm for the prediction of steady flame spread rate in terms of steady-state equations written in the flame front fixed coordinate system.
Relatively to the eigenvalue problem arising in this case the essence of pioneering study of de Ris [S] consists in the introduction of the temperature of solid fuel vaporization T,.
In the further studies the more accurate (Wichman and Williams [9] ) and exact (Delichatsios [lo] ) solutions of de Ris' model have been obtained. However, the boundary conditions expressed by Eqs. (7)- (8) determine the surface temperature uniquely as a result of solution of the coupled energy equations (2) and (6) and the artificial condition T=T, on y=O can not replace either Eq. (7) or Eq.(8). The reader is addressed to the survey paper of Sirignano [7] for detailed discussion.
In his own turn, Sirignano [8] proposed the model where the concept of the vaporization temperature has been eliminated. The fuel mass balance is used here to obtain the steady flame spread rate in the following form:
Here the finite value of x, indicating the bum-out point beyond which no pyrolysis reaction occurs is taken arbitrary since the solution is obtained assymptotically as xb+w. In the sense of eigenvalue problem the model of Sirignano is specified properly but limited by the assumption that there is no influence of the bum-out position on the flame spread process (actually, the typical peculiarity for the flame spread over thermally thick fuel beds). Therefore, since this assumption can not be invoked elsewhere, this model can not be appointed as a general. A quite clear evidence of this limitation can be carried out by analyzing the recent study of Bhattacharjee and Altenkirch [14] where the similar approach is used. The material's regression (described by the density loss) is not neglected here and bum-out position is introduced explicitly disregarding the remedies by which this point can be obtained in advance. The discussion [12, 15] on Sirignano's model notes usually the limitation due to the only surface reaction is considered. However, this fact relates to the solution method of differential equations because an analytical solution (here by Viener-Hopf technique) can not be obtained in the case of bulk reaction with finite kinetics. Concerning the problem of flame spread rate prediction the analysis of Sirignano is not limited by the reaction's nature and it, perhaps, stands mostly close to the understanding of the high complexity of the considered eigenvalue problem. It is confirmed implicitly by the fact that his initial hopeful model [7] was followed within two years by the more detailed analysis [8] where the limitations of the model are realized.
EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
Let start from the simple mass-loss formula:
Here pyrolysis reaction's rate is defined by Eg. (15) . Transforming Eq.(17) to the steady-state coordinate system fixed on the flame front we have Here, the physical description of combustible material must be clarified. Since the mass conservation in the liquid is determined by the continuity law in which the motion is included as well as the vaporization, Eq.(19) fails if applied to the liquid fuel. Therefore, following analysis is applicable to the solid fuels only.
By the one approach, the solid combustible material is considered to be of the constant density while fuel bed thickness decreases along the x-coordinate due to regression of surface which position corresponds to line y=-6 in Fig.1 . From the other point of view the surface regression is not considered while the nature of pyrolysis reaction is modeled by the density loss along the burning surface. Below, the first model is choosen, mainly due to its clear geometrical interpretation. Thus, since the position y=-6 denotes the interphase surface, we Hence, now we have three equations (6),(21) and (22) for four unknown parameters T, , v, , uf , B and no step is made to the determination of the flame spread rate. This hopeless conclusion is not surprising because it is obvious that no more physical laws than conservation of energy and mass can be drawn up for the media like considered here. Thus, since the mass balance was used once for the determination of linear pyrolysis rate in the form of Eq.(21) there is no room for obtaining another parameter from the same physical law. Therefore, the most attractive approach to the theoretical modeling tends to writing the conservation equations in the flame-oriented coordinates n and 0 as shown in Fig.2 . In this case the eigenvalue problem would be transformed to the one-dimensional. Unfortunatelly, we have no any idea how it can be done and following analysis is turned into another direction.
PROPOSED APPROACH
According to the Second Law of thermodynamics [18-201 irreversible processes drive macroscopic system to an equilibrium state at which the entropy reaches maximal value and internal entropy production becomes zero. In the case of open system when exchange of energy and matter with the surroundings is maintained in time the equilibrium state can not be achieved and system evolves to the non-equilibrium stationary state. By the approach of Prigogine [19-221 the assumption of "local equilibrium" is proposed which asserts that the Gibbs equilibrium relation is valid in non-equilibrium if deviation from equilibrium is small. Hence, the minimal entropy production principle is derived which asserts that the amount of entropy produced internally by the system is minimal in stationary state. Thus, considering the combustion as a set of irreversible processes producing entropy, the steady flame propagation is identified with the stationary state of non-equilibrium thermodynamic system characterized by the minimal entropy production. This approach was applied [23] to the prediction of the velocity of one-dimensional, premixed gas flame propagation. The observed results are quite satisfactory and further investigation is presented below for the prediction of steady rate of flame spread over thin paper sheets in a flow opposing the flame propagation. This process has been investigated in a large number of studies [24-281 and there is no any essential contradiction in experimental data on flame spread velocity obtained by different authors. The mathematical model is based on the folowing assumptions employed usually for such flame spread mode [12, 29] : 1 Some studies [16, 17] stand close to the understanding of this peculiarity but have not carried far enough to provide a theoretical description.
-material thickness is assumed be thermally thin that asserts the constant temperature distribution across the solid fuel; -momentum equation (1) is eliminated from the calculations assuming the uniform profile for velocity component u and zero value for cross-flow velocity v .
The validity of last assumption (instead of more realistic, on the first sight, approximation pv=p,vs ) has been verified by Frey and Tien [29] . Hence, the governing equations are simplified to the following form:
The boundary conditions on the solid fuel's surface are described by Eqs. (7)- (11) where Yo, ,=O, YF, ,=I. The flame spread rate is predicted by using the expression for entropy production in the solid fuel which can be expressed as follows (see Appendix):
Finally, the algorithm of flame spread rate prediction is described by the following procedure. The set of Eqs. (27)-(30) has a continuum of solutions corresponding to every assigned value of spread rate uf . Among them the unique value is searched which provides the minimal entropy production according to integral (31).
The system of differential equations is solved by using the finite-difference scheme of Patankar [30] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The gas phase and solid fuel properties listed in Table 1 have been approved [12, 29] for the numerical modeling of flame spread over filter paper. Figures 3 and 4 present the results of calculations describing the influence of some parameters on the flame spread rate. As it is shown in Fig.3 the well-investigated dependence of flame spread rate upon the ambient oxygen mass fiaction is performed well by the proposed algorithm. Such conclusion relates to the overall effect described by the whole curve including the region near flame extinction. Concerning the influence of free-stream velocity on the flame spread rate shown in Fig.4 it can be noticed that obtained results are in quite satisfactory agreement with measurements in the region of stable flame spread. The flame extinction peculiarities are not handled by present calculations in details but the critical value The satisfactory agreement with well-known peculiarities of flame spread are obtained. Therefore, further investigations would be valuable. On the other hand, it is necessary to evaluate the validity of minimal entropy production principle specificly, i.e. by comparing the results obtained by this approach with another ones obtained by customary flame spread model which does not uses such physical assumption (as it was made for gas flame propagation 1231). In this regard a model like of Di Blasi et al. [13] which uses twodimensional unsteady equations seems to be the most reasonable object for comparison. The limitations and advantages would be performed by such comparison in the clearest form.
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